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Jerry realizes he might need a LITTLE help.

Kathy Anderson and Jim Gleason surveying the ravages of time.

It took 4 strong guys to wrestle the bigger sections onto the trailer.

Volunteers, Justin Booher and Carol Duncan.

Don Mulenix, the sign's rescuer and caretaker while in storage.

Jim says "stop taking photos and help!"
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Continued on next page...

The Museum is currently fund raising and
looking for a suitable spot along Route 66
near Oklahoma City to acquire and build
upon.
The Billboard Museum Association, a
501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation, was formally
organized in 2013. Quoting form the Museum's
website:
"The Museum will consist of two venues.
First will be an outdoor driving loop with vintage
billboard structures, matching vintage or
reproduction ads, and other signs. The one-way road
will be built to the standards used for the famous
9’-wide “sidewalk” highway located on old Route 66
in the northeastern part of Oklahoma. The
billboard structures themselves varied over time and
showcasing the various styles/eras is just as
important to the experience as the art on the boards.
Billboards with projections, lights, 3-D elements,
motion, and other effects are known in the business
as “Spectaculars” and we will include these, too.
“The second venue will be an indoor
museum with a variety of exhibits ranging from the
history of billboards and the scenic-vs "sign-ic"
debates to telling the stories of the artists who
painted them by hand as well as how billboards
have been depicted in movies and on television.
Initially we will recreate a fictitious Route 66 Main
Street community at dusk, complete with store
fronts, billboards, and area signs rescued from
destruction. We will add other exhibits over time
and as expenses allow."

ROUTE 66 MUSEUMS
Route 66 Mother Road Museum
Barstow, California
arstow’s Route 66 Mother Road Museum is
compact. It is amazing how many collectibles and exhibits are contained in 3,000
square feet—not the least of which are two cars
and a three wheel motorcycle.
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From its first day, which was July 4th, 2000,
the museum has been managed by Debra and
Ken Hodkin. Debra tells, “On opening day,
all we had here was an old switchboard and
a motorcycle.
But over 1,000 people showed up. Soon
they were bringing things in for us to display.”
The museum tends to concentrate on a
hundred mile radius of Barstow. But Ken is quick
to point out all the attractions and history within
that area, “We have 17 murals in town, the
Western America Railroad Museum right next
door, Calico Ghost Town, Devil’s Punchbowl,
Goldstone Deep Space Tracking Station, Mitchell
Caverns, Rainbow Basin and a whole lot more.”
For a complete listing go to the museum’s website
http://www.route66museum.org and click,
”Things to do within 100 miles of Barstow.”
The museum is in the beautifully restored
Casa del Desierto Harvey House which dates
back to 1911.

Go to their website for further info and how
to join: http://billboardmuseum.org.
Special thanks to John Hargrove of
Arcadia, OK for the loan of his long, long trailer. ✍
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